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Abstract W_CR corrected core airflow <
WATR corrected total airflow
An experimental investigation was conducted, and is
herein reported, to obtain an additional data base _ radial (pitch) flow angle, Fig.
_" _ for lmprovin S and verifyin 8 I computer simulation
developed by an engine _nufacturer. The multi- _ circumferential (yaw) flow angle, Fig. 4
segment parallel compressor simulation was designed 5 ratio of total pressure to sea level +
_, _ to predict the effects of steady-state circ,,mferen -
p _ tlal inlet total-pressure and total-tmaperature dis- _ difference in numbers
_+ torttons on the flows into and through a turbofan e ratio of total temperatu "e to sea level
compression system. It also predicts the degree of
ratio of viscosity to sea level valuedistortion that will result in surge of the compres-
sor. Previous investigations have dealt mainly Subscripts:
with the effects of total-pressure distortions. AV average
The investigation repo_ted herein deals vlth the
...
effec_ of co_blned 180 ° "squire-wave" distortion A station A - de.n stream of screen
patterns of total pressure and total temperature in I-4 stations in compressor
various relative positions. The observed effects
of the combined distortion on a unitary bypass ratio IGV IGV station
turbofan engine ate presented in terms of total and PCH parallel compressor model
static pressure profiles end total temperature pro-
files at stations ahead of the IGV (inlet guide
vanes) as yell as through the fan-con_ressor syst_. Introduction _'
These observed profiles ere compared vlth those pre-
dlcted by the complex :ultlse_ont model. The ef- The effect of inlet flow distortion on the
feats of relative position of _he two components performance :nd stability of aircraft gas turbine
comprising the combined distortion on the degree re-
suiting in _urge are a_so presented. Certain rela- engines has long been an important consideration it,
development programs, In support of this, an exten-
rive positions required less combineo distortion siva program has been undertaken by the Lewis Re-
than either a temperature or pressure distortion by search Center to evaluate the c. fects of inlet flow
itself.
distortion on the various types of engines. This
paper presents the results obtained with combined
i Nomenclature 180 ° square wave total pressure and total tempera-
ture di_tortious imposed on the inlet flow of s low
bypass turbofan engine.
! A average operating point for PCN, Fig. 15
D inlet duct di_eter In an effort to reduce the amount of exper_-
mental data required for the development of v_. _n-
HPC high pressure compressor sines, it is proposed that analytical model_ b_ed
IGV inle_ guide vanes on experimental data be developed. Such models
; L distance upstream of IGV should be _epsble of predicting the effects of dis-
torCion on engine flow charecterlstlcs and stsbil-
LPC low pressure compressor iCy. Preliminary estimates of distortion sensitiv-
ity should be obtainable using the design charge-
max _axi_um pressure or temperature in profile teristics, As more data are obtained the model
miu miu_mum pressure or temperature in profile would become more reliable and thus reduce the uu-
certainties inherent in engine development.
N1 low rotor (fan) speed
NIR2 low rotor speed corrected to station 2 Several such models have been developed by the
engine manufacturers. I'5 The model of the TF30 l
/ PS static pressure was fine tuned using total pressure distortion data
PT total pressure generated during Lewis testing to match the partieu-
PCM psralle_ compressor model lar characteristics of the engine being used. 6"8
This refined model was then used Co predict the re-
R effective mean radius of IGV suits of a proposed investigation of combined pres-
RNI Reynolds nmnber index - 0/+'_ sure and temperature distortions.
S stall point for PC)/: Pi_. 14 Development of these models require experi-
T total temperature mental data showing the characteristics of the flowinto and _.hrough the corapressor syatem, The _ char-
U unstall oporatiu8 point for PCN, Fig. 15 scteristtcs include the usual pressure end tempera-
turn profiles. Also of interest is the direction
v velocity end _uitude of the flow, or velocity vector, espe-
v a axial velocity cislly st the compressor inlet. Previous work has
sho_m thq effects of total pressure distortion on
_..._ AIAA Paper No. 79-1309
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turbofan engines, and both presr._e end temperature military end 100% rated Jet nozzle ares were used. i
_ distortions on turbojet engines, g'll An expert- A large amplitude pressure distortic_ wee necessary
_ mental program wn conducted using a TF30-P-3 turbo- to keep the distortion more discernmble as tt allen- !
f.n e_ine to obtain better definition of the flaky usted _ithin _he e_in.. _o.efor_. the 7_h .t... _ ,
ahead of the inlet sad through the compressor 878- compressor bleed yea open during the profile map- 1--
t_. In addition, it was desired to evaluate the pin8 but was closed for the stability limit pert of
effectiveness of the model In predicting the flow the investigation.
"i" _ characteristics wlth combined pressure and tempera- I
_. Cure distortions.
RnsulCs and Discussion
Apparatus The effect of inlet flow distortion on the.per-
• formance of a turbofan engine will be discussed in
The engine used for this investigation was a three sections. The first will describe the flow
TF30-P-3. It was installed in a 7.3 meter diameter between the screen and the IGV; the second will
altitude test chamber aC the Levis Rnseszch Center describe the flow through the compression system;
in s direct connect mode as shc_m in Fig. 1. Two and the last vii1 present the effects of the com- _
devices were used Co generate the cabined pressure bined distortion and its orientation on the cam-
sad temperature distortions. The Cots1 pressure presser stability limits.
diatorCinn reported herein was generated v£th a 50_
blockece screen mounted in the inlet duct approxi-
mately one duct diameter ahead of the compressor Inlet Flow
face and is shown £n Pigs. 2(a) and 3. This screen
holder wu capable of indexing the screen, end thus For ease in deacriblns the flows bet_een the
the distortion. The CeCal temperature dlatorClon screen and the ICV, the effects of the total pros-
was generated by means of the gaseous hydrogen burn- sure and CeCal temperature distortions wlll be
er, Fig. 2Co), mounted 8pproxlmecely 81x duct dlame- Created separstely. The parsllel compressor theory,
Cers ahead of the eompressoz fac_. The burner as will be dlscussed later, requires a specific
mounting permitted rotation of the burner ±30 ° from mess-flow profile at the engine face. But the flow
the position shown, Fig. 2(b). This movement, cou- behind the distortion screen does not match this
pled vlth the indexing of the burning quadrants, profile as there is a rather severe flow distortion
permitted the inJexlng of the dlstortlon8 in 30 ° Just downstream of the screen, Ac shovm in Refs. l
steps. Thus there was a 12 fold £ncrea=e in resolu- and 13, a static pressure dlsCorClon is generated _
tion of the circumferential profiles, by the attenuation of this flow distortion between
the screen and the IGV.
The engine was instrumented in such s manner
that circumferential profiles of total pressure and The total pressure distortion generated by the
temperature and static pressure could be determined 50% blockage screen is shown in Fig. 5. The 14_
in front of and through the compression system. ((max-min)/av) total pressure distortion level was
These profiles were measured JuaC downstream of the not attenuated between the screen and the IGV.
distortion screen (sCatlon A), at the inlet guide However, the clrcumferentiel extent of the dlscor-
vanes (ICY), and in the let. 3rd, 6th, 9th, 12th, tics was less at the IGV than just behind the
and 16th stage sCalars. The locations and number screen. The static pressure dtstortion at station
of probes at each station is shown in Fig. 3. Two A was approximately 2_ and increased to 9_ at the
rows of static pressure taps extended from the dis.. IGV. Comblnlng the total, and _tsClc pressures and
Carrion screen (s,ation A) to the ICV and were lo- there bein b no total temperature distortion, the
c_Ced aC approximately 120° from the top of the distribution of corrected mass flow per ares w_s
duct on the inner and outer annular wall. calculated and is shown in Fig. 5(c). The m_sa
flow distortion was about 60_ at the aCaCias A and
! Additional InsCru station was installed in Aecreased to 35% at the IGV.
the IGV Co measure the angle between the flow vector
and the axial direction. The instrumentation used _n the case of total temperature distortion,
was the five point prooe ss described in Ref. 12 the corrected mass flow distribution should be tale-
end shown tn Fig. 448). The indicated pressure lively uniform at station A as there is no total
difference between the outer probes as a percentage pressure distortion nor obvious means of supporting
of the approximate dynamic head is pro_ortional Co a static pressure distortion. But the simple par-
the flow angle. The flow angle in the ctrcumferen- llel compressor model requires a corrected mass
cial direction was also measured in the boundary flow profile with Its associated 8tsClc pressure
layer using the rskes shown in Figs. 4(b) and (c). profile. 1_e effects of Cecal temperature dieter- _
Clan are shown in Fig. 5(d). In this case the ;,_
The effect of combined pressure end tempera- total pressure distribution Is uniform. It can be
Cure distortions on the stability l_mlCa was deter- seen that the total temperature profile is sac as
mined by slowly increasing the temperature dieter- square sa was the Cecal pressure profile. There ,_
ties with the screen in place until stall was appears co be an increase in temperature dovmstremu
reached. Since the screen could be indexed inde- of the plate dividing the two burning quadrants.
pendently of the burner, the effects of the rela- The tes,_eracure distortion ((max-mtn)/sv) at sta-
tire position of the distortions could be invesCi- Cton A was approximately 32_ and decreased only
gated, slightly at the IGV to 28%. There was almost no
static pressure d£storCloa at staClon A and only
During the vsriou8 phases of the investigation 3% at the IGV. The resultant _n.as flow distortion
, the following CeeC conditions were maintained. The was approximately 6% sC station A and 12_ at the
Reynolds Number Index in the undistorted sector of IGV.
the Inlet was maintained at 0.5 with the tempers-
Cure being 289 K. The low racer speed of 90_ of
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The buildup of static pressure distortion as lure distortion. The flow angle, therefore, seems
the flow approaches the ICVvea shown to follow an to be a function cf the stettc pressure distortion. _ • ._
exponential relationship as given in Refs. 1 and 13
for ilpoaed total pressure distortions. The static
pressure distortions resulti_ from total t_pere- Internal Plow "_%
lure and combined preemure/temperature distortions
also follow this relsttonlhip eQ is shown in Fig. 6. A combined total pressure and total tempera- '
There is good agreement between the three sets of lure distortion was selected to demonstrate the
dmts. They are slightly higher than the ezponeL- nepsbillty of the model to describe Internal flow
tlel fit user station A, but the levels of pressvre chsrscterlstlcs. The 180 ° tote! pressure dfstor-
are low and there is probably some effect of the ties was oriented in the _over half of the inlet,
distortion devices not accounted for by the exposes- Fig. 9. The total temperature distortion was eri-
e ttal fit. ented such that the high temperatures were in the
right hand side, Fig. 9. A compressor blade would
One consequence of the static _ressEre dieter- thus pass through 90 ° of low temperature-high pres-
tiou ahead of the compressor has been the apparent sure followed by 90 ° of low tewperature-low prea-
disagreement between the _essured sad predicted sure, followed by 90 ° of high temperature-low pres-
mass flow dlstrlbutiorJ This was especially true sure, and then 90 ° of high temperature-high pres-
for the total tewperature distortions. The insert sure.
on Fig. 7 shows a simple parallel compressor model
representation of a temperature distortion. The The fsn inlet tempersture end presuure p=o-
flows for parallel compressor units S b U ere sig- files were then put into the multiseEmeut parallel
nificently different. _ltis difference would re- compressor mode.2 Tile predictions from the program
quire s significant static pressure profile. The are re, resented by the lines on Fig. 9 for several
predicted static pressure alstortlon can be sd- key stages in the cou_ressor Reasonable sgreement
Justed for the distance, L2, that station 2 is was achieved between the model and the experimental
ahead of the TGV using the exponential relstlonehip, data. The predicted swirl or rotation of the cen-
_S_._2 (& S1 ter of both the total pressure and temperature dis-P _L2/R tortions as they pass through the compressor can be
- . IGV x • seen here and in Fig. 10. This swirl can lead to
_ 1 (P) some Incorrect readlng, if it is not properly _c-T2. AV T2 &V counted for when specifying instrumentation for
a modified version of the expres_ion of Ref. 1. control sensors and/or research pro_ecCs.
The results of thls adjustment is _ho_m in Fig. 7.
The agreement is g,)od for all the various configure- The TF30 model also predicted the inlet flow
lions shown, angle st the IGV, Fig. Ii, and they are compared .
wlth the measured eagles. The model predicted I
The angle that the flow makes with the axial greater angles than measured in the undistorted re-
dltectlou st the IGV is shown in Fig. 8. This glens with a maximum variation in the measured
angle was measured approximately 2.5 cm ahead of angle of 16° as compared to 19° for the model.
the IGV, about half way between the tip and the hub
• of the blade. The positive angle is defined ss the _ne measured sttenustleus of th_ total pres-
" _ one with a component in the direction of engine sure and total temperature distortions and static
rotation. _t can be seen that the total preesur,_ pressure distortion are compared with those pre-
distortion induced s positive flow angle at the dinted by the model in Fig. 12. The experimental
lesdin_ edge of the distortion, or low pressur_ re- dsce exhibit s greater spread than does the model.
glen, and a negative angle at the exit of thls re- However, the agreement was within 3.0_ of the ever-
! glen. This implies that there is flow into the see temperature. The pressure distortions are
distorted _eglon, From Fig. 5(b) it can be noted attenuated as they pass through the compressor So-
that this also is • region of low static pressure, ing from 9_ to about I_ st the compressor exit.
For the total temperature dist(rtions, the flow The total temperature distortion, however, was not
} angle is negative at the lesditg edge and positive attenuated to the same degree, going from 9_ to 7_.
at th_ trailing e_ge of the huted section of the The model had predicted a slightly greater atteuus-
inlet. This is the reverse of _hst for tie pres- tlon to 5_,
sure distortion and implies that :he _low is out of
,,. _ the heated region, The static pressure is higher The effects of relative position are shown in
in the heated sector, Fig. 5(e), and thus the cir- Fig. 13. The most persistent distortion occurs
cumferentlal flow is again from the hlgh to the low when the high temperature and low pressure are in
! static pressure region. It can also be noted that the same 180 ° sector and the most attenuated occurs
the largest flow angle is in the region of the when they ere opposed. The two 90° overlapping
steepest total pressure gradient, that is, at the cases fit in between the extremes.
' edge of the distortion, and the minimum angles ere
in the center of the distorted and undistorted re-
gions where there is no total pressure gradient. Stability Limits
The magnitude of the flow angle is much grester for
the pressure distortion than for the temperature The results of the experimental investigation
distortion. There Is s 30° flow angle varlstlon into the combined distortions which resulted tn
for the I_% pressure distortion sad an 8° variation compressor stall are presented in Fig. 1_. Included
for the 28_ temperature distortion, Compared on on tbi_ figure ere data obtained using airJets to
the basis of the static pressure distortions, there generate the combined distortion. The amount of
is m 30 ° vs_Istlon for s 9_ static pressure dlstor- pressure distortion required to stall the compres-
; teen associated with the total pressure distortion seen system is shown as a function of various
and an 8° variation for the 3_ static pressure dis- levels of tempermture distortion. Two regions are
terries which is associated with the total tempers- shown on the figure; one in which the high tempers-
"'I 3
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I' ture is aligned wlCb the low pressure region (negs- the llmltlng distortion values. 11_e model was '
tive delta T), an_ one in which the high ten, era- first "tuned" to the psrticular engine using ox_erl-
ture an_ low _zessure ere opposed to each other mentally determined total pressure distortion data.
(positive delta T). Starting with a negative delta '_
T, pur_ temperature distortion, it is seen that ss 1. The'' was good agreement between the model
tb_ temperature distortion decreases, larger total end the tot_ -pressure and total-temperature pro-
pressure distortions are required to stall the tom- file data.
presslon system until a pure pressure distortion is
obtained. If the temperature distortion is now lo- 2. There was good agreement on the static pres-
cared in the opposite side of the inlet, increasing sure dlstortlan build-up between the screen posl-
levels of pressure distortion ere required for in- tlon and the 1_.
creasing temperature distortions.
' 3. The agreement between the measured and pre-
A second limit llne Is observed for the up- dicted flow angles at the ICVwaa satisfactory.
I posed distortions. For a pure-temperature dlstor-
tion, the distortion required to stall the engine 4. The model predicted the trends obtained
• is the same on either side of the engine. There is with the combined pressure end temperature distor-
a stall region to r_he right of this point, clone at the limiting values. For aligned high
temperature and low pressures, the pressure dlstor-
It was shown in Ref. 9 that the relative posl- tlon required to stall the compressor increased as
tlons of these distortions would have s significant the temperature distortion decreased. For the up-
effect on the stability limlcs of the turbojet an- posed high temperature-low pressure ease, the re-t
, | gine. It was predicted _ Ref. 2 that a near lln- qulred pressure distortion Increased as the tempera-
! ear inverse relationship ,xists between the levels Cure distortion increased. At higher temperature
of pressure distortion and temperature distortion distortions, s lower limiting pressure distortion
required to seal1 the co_press£on system. When was found. The s/_le parallel compressor theory
aligned, the simple parallel compressor model de- predicted this limit as the temperature dominated
plcts the two units as operating at points SII and )imit, the upper Instabillty being the pressure
i UII on Pls. 15(e). Point All is the average operst- dominated limit.
• in S point. The -I points represent temperature dis-
torcion only; the 11 points represent combined dis- 5. Indexing of the distortion peat the instru-
: Curtius; and the III points represent pure pressure ment_tion provided good resolution for the interusl
dlstortlons. As point S, representing the stalling profiles.
i parallel compressor unit, _oves from point SI to
SIII, the temperature distortion is dec_esslng and The model used in thls program was capable of pre-
the pressure distortion increasing. F_.gure 15_) dlctlng the effects of total pressure, total tam-
: represents the ceaewhere the dlstorti_ns are in perature and combined total pressure-total tempera-
opposite sides on the inlet. In this case we start Cure distortions in terms of flow profiles, inlet
with the pure pressure disto=tion as represented by flow sngtes and attenustlon of the distortions
Sill - UIII. As the temperature distortion in- through the compressor system. It w_._ also capable
i creases, the point U moves from UIII to UI. The of predicting the : "ends of the limiting values ex-stall Is in the pressure distorted unit, SI and perlenced wlth various orientations of the combined
SIII. There exists e second possibility, however, distortions. The next step would be to insert the
[ This is represented by SII - UII and in this case characteristics of s different compression system
the stall occurs in the temperature distorted unit. Into the model. This is being done by Pratt &
It can be seen that there is only a small pressure Whitney under NASA Contract NAS3-20835 and predic-
distortion for this case. floss are being made for s proposed distortion in-
_ vestigation using the FIO0 turbofan engine.
The experimental data were obtained at an inlet
RNI = 0.5 whereas the model prediction was for an
RNT = 1.0. Based on previous experience, this dlf- References
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